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The surface and near-surface composition of S1O2 layers, has been investigated by

negative secondary ion emission mass spectrometry (SIMS) using MeV and keV ion

bombardment in combination with time-of-flight (TOF) mass analysis. The spectra

recorded in the mass range O - 100 u are dominated by surface impurities, notably

hydrocarbons and silicon polyanions incorporating H and OH entities. The characteristic

(fragmentation) patterns are quite different for light and high-velocity ion impact In high-

velocity TOF-SIMS analysis of P-doped layers, prepared by chemical vapour deposition

(CVD), the mass lines at 63 and 79 u are very prominent and appear to correlate with the

phosphorus concentration (PO2 and PO3, respectively). It is shown, however, that for

unambiguous P analysis one has to use dynamic SIMS or high mass resolution.
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1. Introduction

Mass spectrometric analysis of insulators has never been an easy task using low

(keV) energy ion bombardment, especially with positively charged primaries. Even when

the incoming flux is reduced (static conditions), charging effects give rise to a degradation

of the mass spectra. The combination of high energy (MeV) ion bombardment and time-

of-flight (TOF) detection may provide the answer to this problem since (i) the sputtering

process, based on electronic stopping, is essentially efficient on dielectric materials, and

(ii) TOF systems have the highest transmission of all types of mass analysis [I].

Accordingly, the required primary beam intensity never exceeds a few thousands particles

per second, which should lead to à negligible charge build-up. Pure or doped silicon

oxide can be a test material since it has been shown that charging effects develop

differently depending on the doping level [2]. In this contribution, we report on the

results of a comparison of S1O2 analysis using three different approaches, (1) TOF-SIMS

by high-velocity ion impact (or HSF-SIMS [I]) using positively charged ions, (2) TOF-

SlMS by low-velocity ion impact (LSF-SIMS) using negatively charged ions and (3)

"standard" SIMS depth profiling in combination with primary ion charge compensation

by simultaneous bombardment with electrons.

2. Experimental

In a reactor filled with silane gas, mixed with a few percent phosphine and

borane, the CVD samples were deposited onto 3" diameter intrinsic silicon wafers, 0.1

mm thick, covered with a 100 nm thermal oxide to prevent self-doping. The CVD layer

thickness was 400 nm. Great care was taken when cutting the wafers to fit the IS mm

size of the sample holder diameter, since it has been observed that microdebris left at the

surface can greatly enhance the sputtering rate in high velocity TOF-SIMS [31. On the
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other hand, any cleaning procedure has to be carefully investigated since added

contamination may reduce the secondary ion yield. As the one which preserves the dust-

free quality of the as-received sample, the best cleaning procedure consists of ultrasonic

treatment in acetone followed by rinsing with demineralized water [3).

For high-velocity TOF-SIMS experiments, we used 9 MeV Ar 3+ ions delivered

by the 4 MV Van de Graaff accelerator of the Institut de Physique Nucléaire de Lyon. The

experimental setup and especially the TOF spectrometer have been described elsewhere

(4, S|, but it is worthwhile to emphasize that such a setup favors the efficiency (100%

transmission) at the expense of mass resolution (typically from 80 at mass 25 to 190 at

mass 127) (3 J. Accordingly, the primary beam intensity is kept below 1000 particles/s,

this parameter being controlled by the secondary electron emission which also provides

the start signals from the TOF measurements [4]. This procedure, which has been

carefully investigated [5], is only applicable for negative ion emission. The presented

mass spectra correspond to an accumulation of about 10^ primary ions over an area of

typically 0.1 mrtfi. The working pressure was in the low 10~? mbar range.

The TOF-SIMS setup used at the GSF Forschungszentrum Neuherberg has

recently been improved [6|. Moreover, an ion source delivering negative ions of SFg has

been installed. The results reported below relate to 30 keV SF^" bombardment. The beam

current was around 5 nA, the bombarded area around 2 mm^ and the pulse width 10 ns.

Mass spectra were recorded by integration over 10^ primary ion pulses. The

corresponding bombardment fluence amounted to about 10' ions/cm^. No attempt was

made to compensate the primary ion charge by simultaneous electron bombardment. The

working pressure was about 5 x 1(H* mbar.

The quadrupole based ATOMIKA 4000 ion microprobe [7] has been used to

obtain negative mass spectra under 5 keV Cs+ bombardment at an impact angle of 45°.

Charge compensation was mandatory and was accomplished by simultaneous

bombardment with 1 keV electrons. The Cs+ beam was rastered over an area of 0.75 x

1.0 mm2. The erosion rate for a beam current of 25 nA is estimated to 1 nm/min.. In
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order to get acceptable counting statistics at low count rates, mass spectra were recorded

at a scan speed of 0. 25 u/s, i.e. about 7 nm were sputtered during the acquisition of one

spectrum comprising 100 u. The measurements were performed at a working pressure of

2 x 10-10mbar.
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3.. Results and discussion
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Typical HSF-SIMS spectra for the negative ion emission from SiC*2 (P) CVD

layers are presented in fig. 1 for the samples respectively prepared without phosphine in

the gas mixture (a) and with a phosphine amount of 3.5% (b). It can be easily seen that

the peaks corresponding to masses 63 and 79 are almost undetectable for the undoped

sample but prominent in the second case. They have been also well observed from the

analysis of a red phosphorus sample under the same experimental conditions, as well as

from the reported analysis of phosphorus-rich organic materials using fission fragments

[8|. They are attributed to the ions PO2" and PO3". Taking the experimental yield as the

number of given secondary ions per incident primary ion, one can plot such data as a

function of the phosphine amount in the gas mixture. As it can be seen in fig. 2, there is

an almost linear variation, but it is hard to decide if there is a residual contamination for

the phosphine-free sample or if this results from an interference from the silicon oxide

matrix.In the HSF-SIMS spectrum of the intrinsic silicon sample with a native oxide

layer, the peaks corresponding to masses 63 and 79 are hardly detectable (fig.3a), but, as

shown in fig. 3b, the spectrum of the same sample thermally oxidized for 10 hours in air

at 9000C, does exhibit these peaks with the same height as in fig. Ia. At these mass

numbers, polyatomic ions related to silicon oxide must be [SiO2H3]~ and [Si(OH)3]~.

None of these ions have been observed in previous SIMS experiments on clean silicon

surfaces, oxidized or exposed to H2O [9]. Moreover, some of the prominent lines

observed after H2O exposure are undetectable (SiH", SiH2', SiOH") or very weak
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", SiO2H2". SiO3H"). Also appearing are the various QOjHjj ' ions

corresponding to adsorbed surface contaminants.

The linear variation of the yield of the ions of masses 63 and 79 as a function of , -t :

the phosphine amount used in the CVD process (fig. 2 ) appears to indicate that a surface

sensitive measurement may reflect the bulk content, which is somewhat surprising.

Indeed, from RBS measurements (3 MeV He ions, 160° detection angle), it has been / . '

found that the phosphorus distribution is uniform over at least 100 nm and that the

average concentration is close to the phosphine content [3|, taking into account the overall

uncertainties (mainly background substraction). However, the depth resolution is only on

the order of several ten nanometers.

Figure 4 shows LFS-SIMS spectra obtained under bombardment with 30 keV

SFg"- Figure 4a relates to a CVD (3.5% P) sample as received wheras fig. 4b is

representative of the same sample after some sputter cleaning by Ar bombardment and

exposure to vacuum (5 x 10"^ mbar range) for several days. Comparison with fig. Ib '

shows some similarities but also significant differences. The most important difference is

observed in the mass range from 10 to 20 u, where the signals, relative to H" as well as (v

relative to medium mass species like C4H", are very low in HSF-SIMS but prominant or

high in LSF-SIMS. The reason for this difference is not evident. At mass numbers above %

20 u, the spectra obtained by the two techniques are similar in qualitative but not in •

quantitative terms. The lines at mass numbers 63 and 79 are also fairly strong in fig. 4b.

However, because of the appearance of several lines in the range 58-80 u that are of ,; "

similar height, the lines at 63 and 79 are not as dominant as in fig. Ib. Taking advantage :

of the peak assignmentderived by Niehus et al. [ 10] from high-mass resolution LFS- '

SIMS studies on contaminated Si surfaces, the lines at 59,73,75,119 and 149 may be

attributed to molecules composed of CH3 and SiOx groups (for example, CT^SiO" at 59 » •

u and (CH3)3Si2O3" at 149 u). As shown in fig. 4b, these species can be removed I

partially or fully by bombardment with a stationary Ar+ beam (in combination with a

periodic back-andd-forth movement of the sample). After this kind of sputter "cleaning" 1 "̂
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new lines become observable, like 121 u attributed to Si2Û4H' and 137 u attributed to

S12O5H" (the attached hydrogen may stem from an adsorbate. In the dynamic SIMS

measurements discussed below, there is also evidence that the hydrogen content of the

CVD oxide is quite high.). The Ar+ bombardment also gives rise to an increase in the

signal of C2nH~ species (dehydration of the adsorbed hydrocarbon contaminants).

Undoubtedly, the sputtering processes due to electronic and nuclear energy deposition

giye rise to rather different fragmentation pattern.

In order to remove adsorbed material in a better controlled manner, it is necessary

to perform quasi-dynamics measurements. A mass spectrum of the SiC>2(CVD, 3.5% P)

sample obtained by Cs+ bombardment is shown in fig. 5. Due to the low erosion rate of 1

nm /15 u the mass lines due to C" and C£" are still prominent [11], but the characteristic

SiO2" and SiC>3" lines (9] are now well defined.The Pp37SiC>3" intensity ratio, corrected

Tor SiO3H~, amounts to only 1%, a reasonable number considering the quoted

phosphorus concentration of 3.5%. This interpretation has been substantiated by

comparison with spectra obtained from undoped S1O2.
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4.Conclusion

From both HSF and LSF-SIMS, it appears that most of the ions observed in the

negative secondary emission incorporate H or OH entities resulting from surface

contamination. However, the mass spectra obtained by the two techniques in the mass

range O - 100 u exhibit significant differences which are not easy to explain. One specific

problem concerns the assignment of the signals at mass numbers 63 and 79 which are

predominant in HSF-SIMS of P-doped SiO2 (CVD) and which correlate to the

phosphorus concentration (PO2" and PO3" respectively). The extension of the mass range

to about 200 u and the study of the yield of larger molecules would for better peak



assignment. Clearly, the best approach would be to use a TOF system with a mass

resolution of about 5(KX) [ 10) as well as experiments in UHV conditions for HSF-SIMS.
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List of figure caption:

I Fig. 1 Negative ion TOF spectra from 9 MeV Ar ion bombardment of SiO2 CVD layers :

I (a): "phosphine" (in gas) O %, (b) "phosphine" 3.5 %. Note that these spectra, as well as

JL '. those of fig. 3 are normalized to the same number of primaries.

Fig.2 Experimental yield values for ions of masses 63 (normalized by x 3) and 79 plotted

as a function of the phosphine concentration in the gas used for preparing the SiO2 CVD

sample. The different data points are for different pieces of the original wafer.

Fig. 3 Negative ion TOF spectra from 9 MeV Ar ion bombardment of (a) intrinsic silicon

sample, (b) previous sample after thermal oxidation 90O0C, 1Oh, in air.
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Fig.4 Negative ion TOF spectra from 30 keV SFg" ion bombarment of the "phosphine"

3.5% SiO2 CVD layer: (a) as received (b) after bombardment with 30 KeV Ar+, 5 x 1015

ions/cm^.

Fig. 5 Negative ion spectra of the "phosphine" 3.5% SiC«2 CVD layer, recorded under

quasi-dynamic bombardment conditions (mean primary ion current density - 3.3
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